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               Welcome to your exploration of Reality Tour! 
 

 

                Norma Norris Reality Tour Developer  

Because Reality Tour is an innovative approach to prevention, one that has not been experienced before, 
it has appeal and a degree of difficulty.  If you have come to this point, the appeal has connected with 
you.  Whether it is the commonsense approach, the engagement of volunteers or the aspect of educating 
parent and child at the same time - a connection is there.  

The degree of difficulty can happen in explaining the concept. It is not as if you can take a shortcut and 
say “Well it is kind of like…”  For that reason, I have created the Reality Tour Planner that makes exploring 
the concept easy and includes links to supporting videos like the 3 minute Reality Tour Story or My Kid 
video that tugs at your heartstrings and shows just exactly why we need to take action now.  

Review the Planner to get started with a no-obligation stakeholder meeting. Use the 12 Sector Guide to 
create the guest list in 10 minutes. Use the Readiness tool survey after the meeting and you will 
immediately know if next steps should be taken AND who will help you take those next steps.  

We have created every approach you can think of to introduce the concept to stakeholders, so contact 
me if you need any additional information. Approximately 90% of the time, stakeholders will agree that 
Reality Tour is right for the community. 

And finally consider if you want me to be present virtually for part of your meeting to answer questions! 

Wishing you the absolute best in your prevention endeavors… 

                                                                                               Norma Norris     CONTACT US:  - candleinc.org/contact-us/                            
                                                                                                      

      
    How it started… 

One simple phrase launched Reality Tour, a program 
that has served tens of thousands of families.  

This phrase, offered as a reason a teen didn’t choose 
to use drugs, became the driving force. 

  “I could always see beyond the next 10 minutes.” 

We want every parent and every child to be able to 
“see beyond the next 10 minutes” to make the right 
choices. 

Reality Tour offers a full composite of reasons why 
good choices are important and gets parent and 
child on the same page for prevention. 

In some communities Reality Tour has become a new 
rite of passage. 

Welcome 
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REALITY TOUR ® CONCEPT/DESIGN/IMPLEMENTATION   
 

3 Things to Know About the Concept/Design & Implementation: 
 

1. It is a researched program parent & child (age 10-17) attend together 

2. It is NOT a show but rather a prevention experience presented by 
volunteers 

3. It is always up to date with drug trends due to the program’s unique 
design  

 
Continue for a deeper dive… 

 

What is Behind the Reality Tour® Concept & Design? 

Reality Tour® Concept - Reality Tour reaches a new audience with each program and is 
presented to audiences that may range from 15 to 100 persons. The program occurs monthly, 
every other month, quarterly or semi-annually depending on population. Reality Tour is a 
permanent prevention vehicle that is well attended and inexpensive to sustain using our 
Program Model. In many communities it has become a ‘rite of passage’ for youth and raises 
prevention dollars for the presenting organization,  

This program originated at the grassroots level and progressed through researchto become 
accepted by SAMHSA as evidence-based in 2008.  Here’s our story: Reality Tour Story 3 min. 

Reality Tour mirrors Protection Motivation Theory (PMT) Rogers (1975), Maddux & Rogers (1983) 
that balances consequences with coping skills.   

 

Funding 

The cost of the Program Model ($3500) has proven to be affordable for communities and small 
organizations.  Supplies and start up materials are largely donated goods and services and 
volunteers can assume all roles. Larger organizations will find the innovative prevention design 

Concept/Design/Implementation 
5 Pages 
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FEEDBACK 

Parents 
“Until Reality Tour, we couldn’t get our 
sons to dialogue about drugs/alcohol. 
Reality Tour is the foundation for many 
discussions now.”   

“This program was a meaningful life-
altering experience.”  
 

Youth 
“You changed my life forever. I didn’t 
know drugs were that bad!”  --12 yr. old 

“Keep doing Reality Tour because we 
don’t realize, well…anything!  We shrug it 
off as if we know drugs are bad, but we 
don’t!”  --12 yr. old 

 

may qualify for grants to pay for staff time to organize and host the program. Request a 
common grant template that is 80% complete by emailing NormaNorris@candleinc.org 

The Reality Tour Design is not a ‘show’ but rather an organized,  
comprehensive prevention experience that unfolds as follows: 

 
1 .Consequences 

Narrated scenes – life choices of a teen on drugs 

Youth’s own photo morphed  

Assigned drug profiles 
 
 
2. Coping Skills  

Parent monitoring techniques  

Youth role/responsibility in prevention 

Healthy lifestyle goals – Youth & Adults 

Teen Brain Impact 

Resources to take home 
 
 
3. 1st Person Accounts 

Law enforcement interview 

Youth in recovery interview 
 

NOTE:  You will need a presentation site that will accommodate 25-100 persons and has breakout rooms. 

Scenes portraying the choices of a teen on drugs comprise 25% of the program. They are brief 
and minimally staged with few lines for actors.  The emotional charge comes from the 
narrative recording that precede each scene.  The drama is not overdone yet engages both the 
audience and volunteers.  It will take about four, 90-minute meetings to train everyone using 
our video.  Thereafter, training of new volunteers occurs at an actual program.  Open with a ‘VIP 
Reality Tour’ to gain recognition and attract media attention at your first program.  

Concept/Design/Implementation 
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Reality Tour is an effective 1x program because  
of this recurring effect… 

Because Reality Tour reaches parents and educates them via a comprehensive program, 
educated parents become the ‘recurring’ program engaging their child in frequent 
discussions and improving parental monitoring.  (Consider that the child wakes up to an 
educated parent each day!) A 4-week Home Prevention Launch is given to parents as follow-up. 
Activities include viewing a video on the teen brain with their child.  

Reality Tour is an evidence-based program that reaches a new parent/child audience with 
each presentation. Reality Tour was researched by the University of Pittsburgh’s School of 
Pharmacy and the program was listed on SAMHSA’s website as an evidence-based program in 
2008.  In 2017 SAMHSA decided to eliminate the web listing of evidence-based programs, which 
came as a blow to all those in the field of prevention.  

The original Reality Tour, established in 2003, is still reaching thousands of parents and youth. 
It continues to maintain a strong volunteer base. Community partnerships, especially with 
schools, attract attendees for regularly scheduled evening (or weekend) Reality Tours.     

Drug Trends  

Important for today’s times: Reality Tour reacts immediately to address emerging drug 
trends vi the program’s innovative design. You won’t need to search for a ‘program’ to meet a 
new trend. 

Specific Drug Emphasis within Reality Tour - Reality Tour does not confine substance abuse disorder 
to a single drug. It can, however, emphasize a particular drug, behavior or trend - like underage 
drinking or an emerging trend. Consult with CANDLE, Inc. on ways to accomplish an emphasis 
and/or comply with a grant guideline for underage drinking etc.  

Reality Tour includes a Drug Profile for each person attending that ‘assigns’ a drug addiction 
and history of gateway drugs. Over a dozen different profiles are contained in the Reality Tour 
Program Model that illustrate the often subtle introduction to substance misuse. 

Cultural Competency – CANDLE, Inc. works with organizations that want their own imprint on 
the recorded narratives.  Licensed Reality Tours may request the narrative scripts for local talent 
to record.  CANDLE, Inc. will facilitate the final production based on current technical ability and 
approval of the narrative delivery that portrays an afflicted teen.  

  

Concept/Design/Implementation Concept/Design/Implementation Concept/Design/Implementation 
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Implementation  

The Reality Program Model details all the steps for implementation. The first step is community 
buy-in. established at the stakeholder meeting. While all 12 Sectors of the Community have 
important roles, partnerships formed at the onset are key.  

 

Parent Partnerships 

Parents will refer other parents to Reality Tour and gain the traction necessary for a sustainable 
program. In the Reality Tour Planner, review a sampling of survey comments from parents to 
begin to understand the impact. Some parents will even volunteer along with their teens. Your 
media community partner can help reach parents as well as schools.  Share the video testimony 
of a parent volunteer.  Direct parents to the website www.RealityTour.org  

 

Community Partnerships 

Engaging all 12 Sectors of the Community establishes a vibrant program. Everyone has a role to 
play and all roles are equally important.  This is the key to implementation and sustainability 
and provides a lasting impact for a healthy community.  Finally, there is a role in prevention for 
everyone!  There is an easy way to recognize the community partners to invite to a stakeholder 
meeting.  Use our Community 12 Sector Guide in the Reality Tour Planner to ‘fill in the blanks’ in 
an easy 10 minutes and you will have guest list for a stakeholder meeting!  

 

To make a community stakeholder meeting easy our Reality Tour Planner includes: 

• Flyer to announce your meeting.  

• Readiness assessment tool   

• Volunteer Roles & Engagement 

• Cost & training details 

 

T  CONTACT US:  - candleinc.org/contact-us/                            
                                Ask questions of developer or schedule a free consultation. 

 

Concept/Design/Implementatio
n 
                                                      

Concept/Design/Implementation 
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School Partnerships 

School partnerships ensure the success of Reality Tour by providing a continual audience. Let 
schools determine the ‘grade/s of emphasis’ for Reality Tour.  Schools promote attendance to 
the parents via communication systems already in place.   

• Plan to be part of school orientation or open house with a booth.  

• Ask the school administrator hosting the event if you can have 5 minutes to address 
parents directly.   

• Show the ‘My Kid’ 3 min. video that has an emotional appeal to a parent audience.   

• Communicate with the school in advance of each scheduled Reality Tour to remind them 
to advocate attendance.  

• Share this letter from a school superintendent to show value placed on partnership and 
prevention. 

• Share a video testimony of a school administrator. 

Our ‘best practice’ example is to assign homerooms to upcoming Tour dates and the school 
promotes to students and parents.  Parents will not want to miss their child’s date.  Encourage 
parents to attend as family with all their children (age 10-17)  

Some schools have incorporated Reality Tour into the health curriculum.  Students can choose 
to write a paper on a given theme OR attend Reality Tour with a parent.    

“Attend with the Teacher’ dates have been successful and the student’s teacher is there early to 
greet families and participate in the program.     

 

 

    CONTACT US:  - candleinc.org/contact-us/                            
                                Ask questions of developer or schedule a free consultation.                      
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VOLUNTEER ENGAGEMENT 
 

3 Things to Know About Reality Tour Volunteer Engagement: 

1. Community need and program design attracts volunteers. Volunteer Testimony  

2. Teens bring enthusiasm to their unique roles & learn leadership skills. Teen Testimony.  

3. Parent and child can volunteer together. Parent & Teen Volunteer Testimony 

Continue for a deeper dive… 

Impact on Families Keeps Volunteers Engaged 

After each Reality Tour, the Tour Director will email a summary of the attendee survey response 
to volunteers.  This is the ‘paycheck’ volunteers will keep coming back to receive.  Reality Tour 
has a history of retaining volunteers long term. 

The following emails/quotes are typical of attendees at Reality Tour: 

       Volunteer Engagement 
                                                                                    2 Pages 

QUOTABLE QUOTES 

If your organization would like emails like these after presenting a prevention program, 
then Reality Tour is for you! 

“Hello! My name is Amy, and I attended the Reality Tour last week with my twin daughters who are in 
middle school in the Hempfield School District.  What an amazing event!  My daughters and I are still 
talking about it! I would like to volunteer in whatever capacity you may need me.  Would you please 
keep my name and email and contact me?” --Amy  

“Until I went to the Reality Tour, I always thought I'd try 'something' (drug) like when I was 17.  Now I 
know how stupid that would be.”  -- 12 yr. old male survey comment  

“I wanted again to say thanks for a straightforward program that is very much appreciated and 
needed. It helped me as a parent to be open with my son and start a much-needed dialog so that I can 
help him understand what drugs and alcohol truly do to you and your family. He seemed to open 
more to me now. Our discussion on the way home from the Reality Tour was very frank.” -- Scott 
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 CONTACT US:   candleinc.org/contact-us/                            
                            Ask questions of developer or schedule a free consultation. 
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QUOATABLE QUOTES 

 
 
If you want to send a ‘wake-up’ call to the average parent (who has no idea of the 
prevalence of substance abuse in their child’s surroundings) then you will want survey 
comments like these: 

 
Survey comments from parents attending Reality Tour:  
1. What Was Most Surprising about the Reality Tour?  
“That my child paid attention throughout the entire program!” 
 “How the Tour was age appropriate and the reality of the scenes.”  
“Watching my son's reaction to each phase of the Tour.”  
“The young age that kid's start to use drugs.”  
“How well thought-out the program is.” 
“The emotional reaction you feel in the scenes even though you know it's acting.”   

 
2. What Reality Tour parenting tools will you implement? 
“Family mealtime - no exceptions!”  
“Our family will start using the Talk Cards” 
“All of them!” 
“Use of a code word.” 
“I need to live, not denial and check up on my child's whereabouts.” 
“Keeping better tabs on my kid.”  

If you want to provide solace and remembrance Reality Tour can be in memory of a loved one. 

“Nothing will ever bring back my son, but organizing Reality Tour in my community kept me close 
to him. I know he is guiding me to help others.”   Blairsville, PA Reality Tour Organizer  

       Volunteer Engagement 
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Determine Stakeholders 

in 10 minutes! 

• Our guide will help pull 
together ALL sectors to 
include key stakeholders. 

 
• Networking stakeholders 

makes the best use of local 
resources to ensure success.  

 
• At this stage, you want to know 

IF the Reality Tour concept is 
appealing and who will help.  

 

 

3 SIMPLE STEPS 

 
1. Using the examples below, write down your community members. (Takes 10 min.) 

2. Invite stakeholders to 1 meeting.  Use the Reality Tour Planner’s* organizing steps.  

3. Use our readiness tool in the Reality Tour Planner to immediately assesses buy-in.  
 

Your stakeholders are about to discover an innovative prevention program with a 
role for everyone. Think beyond the usual players.  Often Reality Tour affords the 
opportunity to work with new partners. This first step will easily unfold into next 
steps.  NOTE: The concept usually energizes stakeholders, but even if Reality Tour is not a 
fit, the process may determine another direction in prevention. That is still a WIN, WIN! 

Decide your role. Maybe your only role is hosting a stakeholder meeting. That is 
enough! One ‘catalyst’ named Vince held one stakeholder meeting 10 years ago to 
spark a Reality Tour that is still going strong and has served thousands!    

*Request Reality Tour Planner - candleinc.org/contact-us/ 
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12 SECTORS OF COMMUNITY GUIDE 

 

1. Youth - Actors, Peer Pressure scene managers, morph photos on computer, 
take digital photos, promote in school clubs, help with set up and tear down, put 
up posters hand out brochures, man booths at expos, manage Facebook 
presence, tabulate surveys, engage as senior project. Typical resources: SADD, 
School Drama Club, School Computer Club. Local college sororities/fraternities 

Notes: Youth Volunteer Testimonials 
To do: Make a list of local resources. 

 
2. Parents – Actors (anyone can be an actor in our brief scenes), morph photos on 
computer, Group Leaders, Registration, promotion, speak at PTO’s, School Boards 
etc. to advocate for Reality Tour, enlist volunteers, engage Scouts and civic leaders: 
Typical resources: Civic groups, Faith-based groups, PTO’s, Recovery support groups. 

Notes: Parent Volunteer Testimonial 
To do: Make a list of local resources. 

 
3. Businesses – Publish Reality Tour schedule as part of their display ad, display 
posters, pay for cost of program model as co-sponsor, and buy sponsor (logo) space 
on registration form, greeting sign at entry etc. Chamber of Commerce Leadership 
classes have made Reality Tour a project to promote and engage schools and 
community. Grocery stores can distribute flyers in each grocery order at check-out, 
pizza shops can tape your schedule to pizza boxes and local businesses provide 
props for scenes. Typical resources: Funeral Home, Ambulance provider, Printer, 
Pharmacy, Grocer, Car Dealer, Pizza Shop 

To do: Make a list of local resources. 
 

4. Media – A member of media can serve as Reality Tour Director in a speaking role, 
provide talk show opportunities, air public service announcements for Reality Tour 
dates, air news releases for Reality Tour, publicize the comments on surveys from 
Reality Tour attendees, partner with coalitions and make Reality Tour an outreach of the 
media, promote on media’s website. 

 
Typical resources: Newspaper, Radio, TV, Internet news service, Podcasts 
To do: Make a list of local resources. 
 
 

 
12 SECTORS OF 
COMMUNITY 
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5. Schools – Administrators agree to dedicate an entire grade level by promoting 
attendance to parents/students and offering ‘no homework’ pass for students 
attending, homeroom teachers participate in ‘Attend Reality Tour with Your Teacher 
Night’ and promote to students/parents, send Tour registration form home in report 
card envelope, work with students to present Reality Tour’s opening Peer Pressure 
Scene. Schools also refer or even mandate at- risk youth and parent to attend. 
Schools often go one step further in their Reality Tour partnership and order Reality 

Tour ‘I Promise’ t-shirts for each student in their ‘dedicated’ grade level (usually 6th 

grade) for Red Ribbon Week, engage school board members, PTO 

Typical Resources: School administrators, school board members, School Nurse, 
Resource Officers, Guidance Counselors, Private Schools, Home School Groups. 
Universities may provide interns to assist with social media. 

Notes: School Testimonial 
To do: Make a list of local resources. 
 

 
6. Youth-Serving Organizations – YMCA, Scouts, SADD etc. Get a whole troop to 
attend Reality Tour, recruit to perform the Peer Pressure Scene and help man a booth 
at events. These organizations can work to get families to attend Reality Tour. 
YMCAs can offer their facility as location to host Reality Tour. Big Brother’s Big 
Sisters can also be involved in volunteer roles and attending Reality Tour. Typical 
Resources: School clubs, Scouts, Church youth groups, YMCA, YWCA 

To do: Make a list of local resources. 

 

 
7. Law Enforcement - Local law enforcement has a key role in Reality Tour. They 
may help facilitate the arrest scene, provide the speaker for Reality Tour’s law 
enforcement interview segment, refer troubled youth, and keep your coalition 
informed of emerging drug trends. Typical Resources: District Attorney, Police Chief, 
Drug Task Force, State Police, DARE Officer, Sheriff, Canine Officer, Community 
Service Officers, School Resource Officers. 

To do: Make a list of local resources. 

 

 

 

 
12 SECTORS OF 
COMMUNITY 
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8. Religious/Fraternal Organizations – Work with youth ministers to oversee 
the opening Peer Pressure Scene, work to get the youth group and parents to attend 
Reality Tour. Fraternal – American Legion, Knights of Columbus, Rotary, Loyal Order of 
Moose, Odd Fellows, Masonic Lodge, Sons of Italy, Fraternal Order of Eagles, Elks 
Lions, Kiwanis, Jaycees etc. maybe willing to underwrite cost of program. 
Organizations can man booths or fundraise and invite a Reality Tour 
representative to speak at a meeting. Typical Resources: All Faith-based, plus 
those listed above and college fraternities/sororities. 
 
To do: Make a list of local resources. 

 
 

9. Civic Groups  -  Engage a civic group or service clubs to help present, oversee or 
financially support Reality Tour. The program makes a great group project and can 
involve collaboration with other clubs and organizations. Civic groups/clubs can take a 
primary role or supporting role. Primary Role Example: Support the purchase of Reality 
Tour and fill volunteer roles Groups to consider: Sheriff Reserve Units, Neighborhood 
Watch, Soroptimist Int’l, Women’s clubs, Garden clubs, Nonprofits, Charities, Groups 
serving the recovery community. 

Notes: Show 3 min. Reality Tour Video to engage. 
To do: Make a list of local resources. 
 
 
10. Healthcare Professionals – Professionals could take on the ER acting roles, but 
their time is limited. Instead, train volunteers to act and ask healthcare 
professionals to put Reality brochures in waiting rooms, refer families. 
Professionals may choose from the variety of roles. 
(A pharmacist in our group plays the role of funeral director.) Hospitals may offer 
financial support –even purchase the Program Model- and partner with Reality Tour as 
their educational outreach or be the site location. Ask them to place brochures in 
their facility and provide props for the ER scene. Typical Resources: Hospitals, 
Physicians, Nurses, EMT’s, Pharmacists, School Nurses, Dentists, Urgent Care 
facilities. 

To do: Make a list of local resources. 

 

 

 
 

 
12 SECTORS OF 
COMMUNITY 
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11. State/Local Gov’t Agency – Reality Tours have become the primary 
prevention outreach for the Drug & Alcohol Departments in some areas. They can 
provide a network of contacts and support plus refer parents/youth, help select 
recovery speakers and help gain partnerships with schools. State government 
prevention departments may also fund the evidence-based Reality Tour and 
will have interest in the data that is collected at Reality Tour. Judges, overseeing 
juvenile offenders, may mandate youth to attend a Reality Tour with a parent. 
Typical Resources: Government agencies/departments, Mayor, County 
Commissioners, Supervisors, Council etc. District Justices or Magistrates, 
Judges, Juvenile Probation. 

To do: Make a list of local resources. 
 

12. Other Prevention Organizations - All prevention organizations in the 
community are invited to participate as hands on to help present the program, offer 
referrals or include Reality Tour in their monthly newsletters. Add handouts for  
prevention organizations to the Reality Tour exit bags. Typical Resources: Family 
service providers, prevention agencies, recovery centers, MADD, SADD. 

To do: Make a list of local resources.  

 

                                                               NEXT  STEPS 
Invite stakeholders to an initial meeting to explore the Reality Tour concept.   

Request Reality Tour Planner for organizing tips and deeper look into program elements. 

Planner includes our Readiness Assessment tool, so you will know immediately if there is buy-in.  

  

 
 
CONTACT US:  Request Reality Tour Planner - candleinc.org/contact-us/                            
                            Ask questions of developer or schedule a free consultation. 
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READINESS ASSESSMENT SURVEY 
Stakeholder Meeting Participants complete please.                                                 Date: ___________ 

 Circle a value from 1-5 for each question: (5 = highest value/level of concern/interest) 

1.  Level of concern about youth substance abuse in the community  1 2 3 4 5                           
2.  Level of concern on the impact of substance abuse on crime incidents 1 2 3 4 5                           
3.  Level of concern about street drugs (heroin, cocaine, meth)   1 2 3 4 5                           
4.  Level of concern about youth vaping      1 2 3 4 5                           
5.  Level of concern about youth underage drinking            1 2 3 4 5                           
6.  Level of concern about youth marijuana use                 1 2 3 4 5                           
7.  Level of concern about misuse of inhalants       1 2 3 4 5                           
8.  Parents access to prevention ed (before there’s a problem) is adequate now 1 2 3 4 5                           
9.  A parent/child prevention program is community need at present  1 2 3 4 5                           
10.   Value placed on parent/child co-education in prevention      1 2 3 4 5                           
11.   Level of importance for program such as Reality Tour to serve families 1 2 3 4 5                           
12.   Interest in committing time to support a Reality Tour start up   1 2 3 4 5                           
13.   Likelihood of finding 2 persons to be Reality Tour directors               1 2 3 4 5                                  
14.   Likelihood of attracting 12-20 volunteers to give 1-3 hrs. per Tour   1 2 3 4 5                           

 
Rate level of interest you would EXPECT for Reality Tour from the following resource list:   
(5 = highest value/level of concern/interest) Circle any resources below you can assist with. 

Law Enforcement  1 2 3 4 5        Schools  1 2 3 4 5        Local Gov’t  1 2 3 4 5                          
Faith-based  1 2 3 4 5         Clubs (Rotary etc.)  1 2 3 4 5      Youth Programs  1 2 3 4 5   
Parent Organizations   1 2 3 4 5  Media  1 2 3 4 5           Businesses   1 2 3 4 5            
Healthcare Community 1 2 3 4 5    Nonprofits 1 2 3 4 5          Youth Organizations 1 2 3 4 5             
 
Suggest an organization most capable to lead, organize & attract support: _____________ 
Would you attend a 2nd meeting to discuss moving forward? _______ (circle: Virtual or in Person) 
Name any barriers you foresee:________________________________(continue on back of form) 

Name: ________________ Email: ________________Ph:_________________ 

Check here □ if you added comments, resource connections etc. on the back of this form.     
                                          
 

CONNECT WITH REALITY TOUR                             Facebook.com/realitytour | Instagram – @realitytour | Twitter – @realitytour 
 
            Reality Tour® is a national project of the nonprofit CANDLE, Inc.  All rights reserved.  2004-2021   www.Reality Tour. Org  

   Readiness Assessment 
                             Handout 
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Survey results from one Reality Tour 
 

Adult Survey Results   (24) 

� 88% felt that attending Reality Tour with their child was essential 
� ALL would recommend Reality Tour to others 

Reasons: “Very informative”; “Opens dialog with your children”; “Very Important” 
� Most surprised by: “Brain development”; “Youth in recovery interview”; “Dramatic 

scenes”; “Vaping & the amount of nicotine”; “Info from Police”; “Child’s attention to the 
program”; “High level of info” 

� 72% felt that Reality Tour increased their knowledge; 56% now have increased concerns 
� Most effective were Dramatic Scenes (13) and Youth in Recovery Speakers (15) 
� 92% stated that they will now secure their medications and alcohol 
� 92% stated that they will adopt one or more of the suggested parenting strategies 
� 17 plan to do the 4-week Home Prevention Launch activity 
� 7 stated that they plan to enroll in the Family Health Policy (and 1 maybe) 
� Comments: 

“An excellent and informative program.” | “Youth testimonies were profound.”  
“You are truly making a lasting impact in our community.”  
 “Very engaging”  | “Very well done.” 

 
Youth Survey Results (18)  Age range 11-13 

� 90% would recommend Reality Tour to friends;  “I want them to know the risks.”  
� Most important things learned: “Effects of drugs”  

       “Drugs are dangerous and can destroy your life.”      
       “Have a code word with your parents.”  

� ALL said they would call parents or leave if drugs or alcohol were present at an event. 
� Before Reality Tour: 16 were already resolved to stay drug free.  
� After Reality Tour: all 18 were resolved to be drugfree (2 changed from ‘no’ to ‘yes’) 
� 78% said it would be easier to talk to parents after attending Reality Tour 

Reasons: “They were there too.” “We both know more about the topic”  
Goals: “Make good choices” | “Get more sleep” | “Less time on phone/electronics” 
              “Keep my friends safe from drugs” | “Volunteer more” | “Get straight A’s”  

Comments: 
                      “Thank you for teaching us and showing us what can happen when you take drugs.”   
                      “I have learned a lot more about the dangers of doing drugs.”  

       “I would like to thank the volunteers for putting on such a good performance and   
         made it so realistic, especially when the guy got arrested.”  
 

      CONTACT US:  - candleinc.org/contact-us/                            
                                Ask questions of developer or schedule a free consultation.                            
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REALITY TOUR AS A PREVENTION SYSTEM  
 

3 Things to Know About Reality Tour as a Prevention System 

1. It involves the whole community with a role for everyone. Reality Tour Story 
2. It can permeate a school, county or region with more educated families  ‘My Kid’ Video 
3. It has application for at-risk youth and families as well as the general public 

Continue for a deeper dive… 

Reality Tour® is more than a powerful program. The intervention drills down into every 
community level to create an inclusive prevention system. Just organizing the community can 
put new energy into a coalition or create a coalition. It brings youth and adults together to 
address prevention in a new way. Youth volunteers learn leadership skills. 

Through school partners, who advocate Reality Tour attendance, a ripple effect is put in motion. 
With each passing year the impact in the middle school years impacts upper grades.  

Reality Tour ‘drills down’ to all community levels and ‘trickles up’ to impact entire 
schools.               

• Reality Tour offers a role for everyone right now adding strength and purpose to existing coalitions. 
• Organizing a Reality Tour creates a community coalition of volunteers where none existed.  
• Service clubs like Rotary, Lions, faith-based groups have long wanted to impact the drug problem. 
• People leave the 1st organizational meeting with purpose and know where they fit in to help.  
• The prevention system can expand to a county, state or region to launch multiple Reality Tours.  
• Reality Tour defines a school’s prevention plan prompting parents to accept their role in prevention. 
• Yearly, schools increase the percentage of prevention-minded students and parents in their district.  
• Parents will recommend Reality Tour making prevention ‘popular’ and a new ‘rite of passage’. 
• Drug trends are addressed promptly via the Reality Tour’s innovative design.  

        CONTACT US:  - candleinc.org/contact-us/                            
                                    Ask questions of developer or schedule a free consultation.                                                  
 

CONNECT WITH US!             

       A PREVENTION SYSTEM 
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RESEARCH TIMELINE FOR REALITY TOUR                                   (3 Pages) 

    
2018  Study published in Juvenile & Family Court Journal 

Perception of Adult (Parent) Attendees at Reality Tour    
                                                                          
2015   Reality Tour®: Slippery Rock University Campaigns Class 
         90 Day Follow-Up Reality Tour Participants     
 

Parent Results (25) 
 
94% referenced (frequently) something learned at Reality Tour in talks with their child  
100% said Reality Tour showed that all families are at risk 
98% stated it was important to attend the program with their child  
75% indicated they followed instructions to develop a family code word 
97% are striving to have 5 sit-down meals weekly as recommended at Reality Tour 
81% stated Reality Tour was one of the most important programs they ever attended 
93% shared with others what they learned at Reality Tour  
96% stated it was important that Reality Tour continue to reach families  
96% would consider attending a follow-up program on how the teen brain develops 
 

Youth Results (Median age 12)  
 

91% think about the dangers of drugs/alcohol on continuing basis (27% daily/64% weekly) 
100% talked about what they learned at Reality Tour with peers 
100% will remember their Reality Tour experience  (91% saying they will never forget it) 
82% worked with parents to choose an emergency code word 
100% have recommended Reality Tour to their friends 
91% increased discussion at home regarding drugs/alcohol after Reality Tour 
91% reported Reality Tour made talking about drugs/alcohol with parent easier 
100% reported Reality Tour made it easier to say no to drugs and alcohol 
55% could recall the “See beyond the next 10 minutes’ phrase from Reality Tour  
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2010 Reality Tour®:  Pre/Post/90 Day Follow-up  

Via NECAPT Service to Science grant  25 Motivated Families 
                  

Parent Results 
 
100% said it was not a repeat of what they already knew  
100% of parents and youth attending would recommend 
100% felt it was age appropriate  
100% agree with the parental monitoring taught  
70% said RT provided info they had not heard of  
60% did not know of the prevalence of drugs in the community before Reality Tour  
90% said it provided them with info essential to have dialogue with their child 
90% said it made them feel closer to their child  
80 % felt 6th grade was the perfect grade to introduce Reality Tour  
 
Parent Follow-Up:  90 Days after the Reality Tour Posttest: 
 
70% have used resources recommended at Reality Tour 
40% used the Talk Cards provided to stimulate conversation in the home 
100% have used the Reality Tour as a way to start a conversation with child  
100% thought it was necessary to have their child present at Reality Tour  
100% have shared information with a family member AND non-family members 
100% would recognize indicators that could be first signs of drug involvement  
100% stated Reality Tour had a direct and positive impact on their family  
90% are certain they can locate community drug & alcohol resources  
90% are confident they can make time to talk daily with their child  
50% helped their child choose an emergency code word, as suggested at Reality Tour 
 
 90 Day Parent Comments:  
“I talk more with my child” 
“I know I need to be more open with my child.” 
“It opened my eyes to something I didn’t want to face. “  
“Made my family more connected on this issue.”  
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Youth Results (Median Age 12)  

 
Youth Posttest 
100% of youth said attending Reality Tour made them feel safer  
100% agree their friends will be less likely to use if they attended Reality Tour  
100% said it is now easier to talk to parents  
100% said they would recommend Reality Tour 
 
Youth Follow-Up:  90 Days after Reality Tour Posttest 
80% worked on goals set at the Reality Tour  (Not smoking,  Not trying drugs or alcohol etc.)    

90% stated the Reality Tour impacted their family in a positive way 
 
Youth Comments:  
“I think it will make my parents quiz me more, and I’m glad because I will feel safe.”  
“It helped me understand things I didn’t before.”  
“You changed my life forever!  I didn’t think drugs were that bad.” 
 

2008 University of Pittsburgh Research  
90 Day Study accepted by NREPP 122 youth from motivated families     
42% reported an increase in discussion about drugs and alcohol in the home  
46% reported that discussions in the home were easier after Reality Tour  
92% reported they used the information provided within 30 days (39% used ‘A lot.’)  

Perception of harm increased overall for: tobacco, alcohol, marijuana & illicit Perception of harm 
from meth’ increased: Pretest 44% | Posttest 73%  

   Note: University of Pittsburgh research findings noted the positive outcomes were particularly 
noteworthy because these were children of highly motivated parents.  Their parents sought out Reality 
Tour as a prevention measure. The study was accepted by the National Registry of Evidence-based 
Programs & Practices in 2008 and listed on the NREPP website until SAMHSA discontinued the NREPP 
list.  
 
                             

      CONTACT US:  - candleinc.org/contact-us/                            
                                Ask questions of developer or schedule a free consultation.                candleinc.org/contact-us/ 
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COST & TRAINING   
 
3 Things to Know About Reality Tour® Cost & Training: 

1. The Reality Tour Program Model cost is $3500 with annual renewal fees of $500.   

2. Videos train volunteers so there is no extra cost for training or travel necessary. 

3. In four 90-minute training sessions, you are ready to start presenting Reality Tour.           

 
Continue for a deeper dive… 

 

Costs/Requirements                           

PURCHASE: Each purchase of a Reality Tour Program Model ($3500) is for one declared 
organization or collaborative network to host a Reality Tour at one declared site location.  
Reality Tours do not move around a county or region unless a variance request is granted by 
CANDLE, Inc. for special circumstances. It is not permissible to add locations or replicate on 
your own. CANDLE, Inc. has a significant investment in the research for our evidence-based 
program.  As such, we maintain governance over the use of our copyright and trademarked 
program to ensure the best outcome for all licensees. 

For each presentation site a Program Model purchase of $3500 is required.  A $500 annual 
renewal fee is charged after the first year and on each anniversary. TIP: Have one or more 
businesses or clubs like Rotary underwrite the purchase and annual renewal fee.  The fees cover 
updates to the program and Zoom trainings for Reality Tour Directors. 

The Program Model includes a detailed printed program manual and downloads that include 
the volunteer training video link, audio link narrative that precedes scenes, print documents 
link, dramatic scene video training link, director training link and a sustainability training.  This 
is all you need to start a Reality Tour and train community volunteers. 

 On average it will take 2 Reality Tour Directors 8 hours to absorb all the information. Only  
directors need to understand the full scope. Volunteers learn individual roles. 

 

      CONTACT US:  - candleinc.org/contact-us/                            
                                     To request Reality Tour Contract.  Ask questions of developer                                                

                         Cost & Training 
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Cost & Training 

REQUIREMENTS: Two Reality Tour Directors with good communication skills are required to 
present the program and oversee volunteers.  It will take approximately 8 hours to review the 
materials prior to hosting 4-5 meetings to attract volunteers and rehearse the various roles.  
Typically, Reality Tour is up and running in 90 days and remains as a permanent prevention 
program. It reaches a new parent/child audience with each presentation.  

A mix of youth and adult volunteers is necessary to implement the live presentation. A 
description of all volunteer roles is in the Planner.  Props and supplies for the program are 
forthcoming from community resources as in-kind contributions. Start-ups have been able to 
easily attract in-kind contributions and community support for the venue etc.  

Introductory Trainings:  

Developer participation in virtual meetings can be arranged to assist in presenting the 
concept. There is no charge but a donation to CANDLE, Inc. is appreciated.  (Suggested: $200) 

Statewide and Regional Startup Specialized Training Option – Virtual training to assess 
readiness to implement all phases and integrate as a permanent prevention program on a 
broad scale in a prescribed manner that networks existing resources in a dynamic way.  
Training is to launch more than one Reality Tour in a region. (Donation suggested: $500.)   

Funding / Common Grant Template  

Grants are not required to start a community Reality Tour if you organize it according to our 
design - utilizing existing community resources.  CANDLE also offers ideas for sponsorships to 
secure funding for purchase of the Program Model ($3500. US) and earn additional prevention 
dollars. However, for larger initiatives seeking grants to cover implementation and staffing, you 
may request a copy of our Reality Tour common grant template as an aid.     

In Pennsylvania, a state grant has been reimbursing all or part of the $3500 cost of the 
Reality Tour Program. CANDLE offers free assistance for your application for the PA state grant.  

To request the Program Model purchase contract Email: NormaNorris@candleinc.org 
  

      CONTACT US:  - candleinc.org/contact-us/                            
                                     Request contract. Ask questions of developer or schedule a free consultation.                                                   
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REALITY TOUR PROGRAM MODEL CONTENTS:  
 

            COST:  Purchase Price $3500 + $20 shipping.  |  Annual Renewal $500 

1. Reality Tour® Program Manual – Detailed written description of all phases of the Reality Tour® 
program with duties for volunteers. The Program Manual is supplied as a download. In the 
continental United States a printed copy (1) is mailed. 

2. Reality Tour® Program Printed Materials - All print material for the Reality Tour® program ready to 
download in PDF and Word documents. 

3. Reality Tour® Narratives – Narratives are played prior to the Prison scene, Emergency Room and 
Funeral scenes. A variety of narrative selections in M/F ethnic versions are offered in the audio 
download.  

4. Reality Tour® Workshop Video - (For instructional use only). Video link of the Reality Tour® 
sequence, procedure and volunteer roles from start to finish for training sessions.  

5. Reality Tour® Director Training – (For instructional use only.) Director Comment’s segment for Tour 
Director review as a video training link. 

6. Reality Tour® Tour Director Power Point Presentation – Power point presentation link for Tour 
Director to use for Parts I and II of the Reality Tour®. 

7. Reality Tour® Banner – Handprint Banner (1) with your organization’s name is included for 
programs in the continental United States.  Youth trace their ‘drugfree’ handprints  

                             ACCESS TO PROGRAM MODEL DOWNLOAD 

The Program Model link is accessed via www.RealityTour.org in the Tour Director tab. The access 
password will be provided to Reality Tour Directors after purchase.  A purchase confirmation is emailed 
trademark rights are retained by the nonprofit CANDLE, Inc.  

For the optional photo morphing aspect, a third party app ($25-$50) purchase is necessary.  CANDLE 
does not have rights to distribute software or apps.  Some programs to alter a photo may be free.  
 

 
      CONTACT US:  - candleinc.org/contact-us/                            
                                   Request purchase agreement. Ask questions of developer. Shedule a consultation.            

 

 

CONNECT WITH US!                                                                      
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